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What if you could, with a little effort, finally find a path to self-love that suits you specifically? A path

that will no longer lead you back to exes? A path that will no longer allow you to feel "stuck" in the

same kind of poisonous relationships and situationships as everyone else around you? A path to

finding out what it truly means to love YOUR self in such a way that it superchargers the love you

give to others? We hear it and read about it all the time: "Love Yourself First." But HOW is the

question that we all ask ourselves. Horacio Jones has expanded on the ideas that love comes in

over 7 billion forms; we all learn and experience love in our own languages, and therefore our paths

to healing and accepting ourselves are in different languages as well. There is no one-size-fits-all

definition of love. Love is neither right or wrong, it just "is." And the purpose of this book is to shed

light on the importance of living by not only your own love language, but also your own healing

language. In "I Am The Love Of My Life," Horacio Jones provide you with the enlightenment on

finding YOUR own unique path to love YOUR own self. A must-read for anyone whose ever had

one of those "why is it so hard to love myself"" moments of self doubt.. This book will give you both

new perspectives on self-appreciation principles as well as tactical thinking for figuring out what your

own unique version of self-love looks like and how you can get there. Horacio Jones does an

amazing job at speaking the truth in regards to relationships, situationships and love. This is a must

read especially in today's society of "I don't want a relationship, but I don't want you to be single,"

and the very confusing "we are exclusive, but not officially together" type of dating. Welcome to the

SECOND book written by Horacio Jones.
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I got out of a bad 5 year relationship and this book spoke life into me. Like everytime I felt like

calling/messaging him or drinking my life away, I simply picked this book up. The way he talks to

you and motivates you makes it easier to heal and self love. Also coming from a grown man's

perspective is like so mind blowing! I love this book and God Bless the author!

This book is for anyone learning to love themselves more, recent breakup, in a situation ship, in a

relationship, married, or just single and want to grow more. I absolutely loved this book. It is so deep

and thought provoking, yet simple. After a few pages I had to put the book down and just think on

what I read. I read this book after a recent breakup. This book helped me see it was for the best to

leave the relationship. This book gave tips on how to heal and love again. Love myself first, then

others. Everyday I see I am a better version of myself. Please read this book.

I really love this book. Getting out of a 3 year relationship was rough and my ex moved on very

quick. I was hurt. I was still in denial about us til I started reading this book. I felt like the book was

created for me lol. I needed to love myself and not let my ex moving on or him period destroy me.

Also, my mother picked the book up for me and she loved it as well. She almost didnt want to give it

to me lol I might have to order 3 more for my mother and sisters lol

I'm only about 25 pages in and this book is incredibly hard to read. The grammar and spelling

mistakes are littered on every page. I was really excited for this book, but it doesn't flow when you

read it. So bad I'm not sure I will have the patience to finish it.

Man... this book is amazing and has gotten me through some rough times. I am taking my time with

this book.. not speeding through it like I would any other book. Once I am done I will be sure to

recommend it to my friends.

Can't put it down!!!

Just what I needed to read. I love this book. He is saying what I have been telling myself for a

looooong time now.

exactly what i needed at the right time. Self Love is soo soo important. Get your life back! This is

your book!
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